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EDITORIAL

THIS DAY IN HISTORY

Parliament must
redeem itself

November 25, 1981

THE passing of the Division of Revenue
Bill on the third attempt is a matter that
our parliamentarians cannot be proud of
and adds yet another black mark against
the country’s highest legislative and policymaking institution.
The ANC and opposition parties are
quite often at each other’s throats over the
pace and quality of service delivery. The
approval of the bill by the National Assembly (NA) and National Council of Provinces
is central to ensuring that roll-out of service delivery projects are not disrupted.
It is meant to facilitate the allocation of
additional funding to national, provincial
and local government for this purpose.
The failure of the NA to muster a quorum
on occasions might still come back to haunt
our MPs. While the national Treasury has
said that the delay in passing the bill will
have no impact on the release of the funding, it has ominously warned that it could
still result in government departments’
under-spending on service delivery.
For a while now, our Parliament has
become a laughing stock in the eyes of the
nation. Unruly behaviour, constant disruptions, insults and absenteeism are issues
that make a mockery of the principles of
accountability in our democracy.
Parliamentarians are well paid and
receive many perks funded by the long suffering taxpayer. Political parties across the
spectrum need to act with urgency to stop
this abuse. Stricter disciplinary codes are
required to ensure that the debacle over the
revenue bill is not repeated.
A lot of hard work lies ahead if Parliament is to redeem its battered image. The
ethical and professional conduct of MPs is
key to this redemption.

Be street smart
with your vehicle
THE National Hijack Prevention Academy
has issued a list of hijacking hot spots for
our major cities.
The concern is that as we approach the
festive season, these crimes increase.
We must fine-tune our driving habits to
ensure that we do not become victims.
Anti-theft devices in cars have become
more sophisticated and criminals now have
to steal your car from you while it is being
driven.
This means the victim will be confronted
by an armed person who will ensure that
you relinquish your car to them.
The syndicates that control this trade are
highly organised and operate like businesses. In some cases, hijackers are given
strict orders on what makes and models of
cars they need to deliver to their bosses.
This makes the hijacker even more desperate and motivated to use any means
including extreme violence to get what they
want.
So please let us be street smart and cautious this festive season.

Wise words
“What we need is not the will to believe, but
the wish to find out.” – William Wordsworth

PENALTY KICK: Displaced Iraqi boy Jasim Abudllah Jasim, 13, who lost his leg in an air strike on Baiji, kicks a ball in the Debaga camp.
PICTURE: REUTERS

MERCENARIES from South Africa led by Col
Thomas Michael “Mad Mike” Hoare on this
date attempted an unsuccessful coup in the
Seychelles. The armed mercenaries entered
the Seychelles disguised as a beer-drinking
tourist party, The Ancient Order of FrothBlowers.
Hoare’s objective was to return to power expresident James Mancham, 49, a pro-Western
leader who was deposed in a 1977 coup.
The raid was led by Col Hoare who gained
notoriety as a mercenary in the Congo during the 1960s. But the Seychelles operation
failed when a Mahé airport customs inspector
found a weapon hidden in a Froth-Blower’s
luggage.A gunfight broke out at the airport.
One mercenary was killed and several others
wounded. Desperate to escape, the raiders
fought their way to the control tower, guided
an incoming Air India 707 to a landing and
commandeered the plane. They forced the Air
India pilot to fly them to Durban.International
suspicions pointed to the SA government,
which opposed the socialist regime and who
were already active in destabilising other
leftist governments in Southern Africa. These
suspicions seemed substantiated by the casual
manner in which the South African government dealt with the hijackers. The South
African government freed 39 of the 44 mercenaries and charged the leaders, including
Hoare, with lesser crimes. – www.sahistory.
org.za

‘More than 40% of women
will be raped in their lifetime’
As rape rates skyrocket, perhaps this year it is time to reevaluate our strategy to combat violence against women
AS WE begin 16 Days of Activism and social
media, radio and television are again abuzz
with stories, opinions and outrage over the
seemingly never-ending scourge of violence
against women and girls, I ask myself the
question: is there really hope in sight? Will
this unsanctioned war on women’s bodies ever
come to an end?
Rape and other forms of violence against
women (VAW) remain notoriously high in
South Africa. Although actual statistics are
not known, it is estimated that more than 40%
of South African women will be raped in their
lifetime, that only 1 in 4 rapes are reported and
that only 14% of these result in convictions.
Furthermore, a recent national mortuarybased study revealed that a woman is killed
every six hours by an intimate partner in
South Africa while domestic violence remains
an everyday occurrence for many women in
the country.
I recall an earlier comment made a few
years ago by Basic Education Minister Angie
Motshekga during one of the New Age Business Briefing meetings: “Women in South
Africa live in constant fear of being attacked
at any time. If you drive at night you don’t just
think about being hijacked, but being raped
and killed as well,” she said.
This couldn’t be truer. The fear and threat
of rape for many women in SA is a daily
reality. As we walk down by-ways on the
way home, make use of public restrooms at
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» It is estimated that more than 40% of
South African women will be raped in their
lifetime and only 1 in 4 rapes are reported

the mall, park our cars in dimly lit basement
garages at work, the fear of violence is real.
Prof Pumla Gqola in her recently published
book, Rape: A South African Nightmare,
refers to “the female fear factory”, all the ways
in which women are made to feel consistently fearful, and public threats of violence
and widespread sexual harassment in public
spaces are part of it. The “factory” is nurtured
on a daily basis through the ways in which
we socialise our girls and boys and, in the
process, uphold deeply entrenched patriarchal
norms and practises.
This everyday fear has generated moments
of deep anger and acts of rebellion from
women. It is in seeking to find power and
reason within that state of fear that drives
some of us to strip off our clothes and burn
our bras when we can no longer stand the
continued rape culture in our society and in
our own homes. Violence in the private and
public spaces is a reality that the system has
taught us to live with. Our perpetrators are
not only those who are strangers to us, but
are sometimes our very own family members,
partners and friends. In fact, most research

» Only 14% of rapes result in convictions
» A recent national mortuary-based study
revealed that a woman is killed every six
hours by an intimate partner in South Africa
» Sustained efforts by government and
NGOs to tackle the victimisation of women
have had little success
» Perhaps it is time to engage more with
women in local communities and to
allow for a greater exchange of ideas and
strategies to end violence against women

suggests that women are more likely to be
raped by men they know well than strangers
or acquaintances.
VAW is real, in both public and private
spaces and more needs to be done in order to
address it.
As we begin this year’s 16 Days of Activism,
instead of holding commemoration events we
need to take a moment for introspection. We
need to be asking the tough questions: what
has been the impact of the many interventions and approaches we have been develop-

ing and implementing over the years? What
changes have these brought about to women’s
lives? What happened to the National Council
against Gender-based Violence? Where is this
year’s 365 Day Plan for No Violence against
Women and Girls? Will this year’s commemorations also be about big meetings to re-hash
the same rhetoric?
The Ministry of Women in the Presidency’s
Office has made plans to hold dialogue meetings to discuss violence against women in all
Provinces in the country, beginning with a
launch in Limpopo on November 25 of this
year. I want to remain optimist about this
intervention. Firstly, these dialogues need to
provide us with the time and space for reflection and evaluation of past and existing strategies to address VAW. Secondly, the meetings
must provide a platform for government to
truly listen and hear women’s voices. If the
government and non-governmental organisations have “worked tirelessly” in the past years
with little success, perhaps it is time to engage
more with women in local communities and to
allow for a greater exchange of ideas and strategies to end the victimisation of women.
Women in SA cannot continue to live in fear.
Violence against women affects us all and we
need to take action now and throughout the
year to eliminate VAW in all its forms.
Nonhlanhla Sibanda is a gender specialist at the
Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation
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Bigger economy will boost job creation

Prepare well to get success

Programme to help smallholder farmers

WE ARE frequently reminded by
the political establishment of South
Africa’s triple challenge of poverty,
inequality and unemployment. This
weighs heavily on the social, political
and economic fabric of the country.
This is why unemployment and
economic growth data just released
points to SA sinking into crisis.
Growth slumped to 1.3% for the first
quarter this year – below expectation.
The official unemployment rate is
one of the highest in the world. The
measure masks a low economic participation rate and excludes discouraged work seekers.
In other words, people who want
work, but have stopped looking for
work due to being discouraged, are
not counted among the unemployed.
If a higher participation rate was
factored in and discouraged work
seekers were included in the data, the

MOST people often opt to
give up when things don’t
go their way. Think about
how many people are on
Earth. If things were to go
our way at once how would
life be for us all?
Think about a soccer
game where there are two
clubs whose fans,coaches
and owners are praying for
them to win. How is God
supposed to intervene?
It means that the team
that prepared much better
for the game is most likely
the one to win the match.
Start treating your life
more or less like that.
Those who prepared
much better for their tasks
are those who are likely
to win. But still it doesn’t

THE establishment of agri-parks in district municipalities is set to transform the
rural economy by creating a market and
support base for smallholder farmers.
This will create employment; develop
the rural infrastructure and revitalise the
agriculture and agro-processing value
chain opportunities for rural communities. This is also in line with the National
Development Plan which call for the creation of 1 million jobs in the agricultural
sector by 2030.
The budgeted sum of R2bn by the
Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform for the programme in
the 2016-17 financial year to help bring
various aspects of the agri-parks development process into production, will be a
shot in the arm for the programme.
At a recent district agri-parks implementation workshop in Gauteng, the
Minister of Rural Development and Land

unemployment rate would be nudging
towards 50%. Hopefully the proposed
minimum wage can fight the scourge
of poverty that we are witnessing.
In an economy where an estimated
40% of workers are trapped in the
informal sector, without the protection
of a minimum wage, an answer needs
to be found.
The opportunity to emerge from
poverty and live a dignified life is
blocked by economic inequality.
However, the economy is not big
enough to absorb everyone into it.
The solution is a bigger economy.
For that, the economy needs growth.
We need to increase our effort in
creating more jobs, regular work,
rural development, food security
and land reform and fighting against
crime.
Tshepo Diale
Nkwe Estate
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mean that when you fail
you are stupid or unable. It
means you didn’t prepare
sufficiently to conquer.
Let’s start treating
failure as a lesson, as
hard as it is, but let’s try
to make our lives easier.
The more you treat negative events, circumstances
and thoughts in a positive
way the better chance
of you conquering your
challenges. Pupils will be
receiving their results in no
time for what they prepared. They should know
that should they fail it is
not the end of the world but
a call for better preparation.
Meshack Mathe Bevhula
Vosloorus

ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM:
The New Age subscribes to the South
African Press Code, which calls for excellence in journalistic practice and ethics,
and reporting that is truthful, accurate, fair
and balanced. If you feel The New Age does
not live up to the code, you may register

a complaint with our attorneys, Van der
Merwe and Associates. Please mark your
complaint for the attention of Martinus van
der Merwe who will ensure that your complaint receives the appropriate attention.
Fax: 086 733 0101
Email: ombud@thenewage.co.za

Reform articulated the NDP by emphasising that agri-parks must serve as
catalysts for economic transformation of
rural spaces.
By early realisation that a silver bullet, one size fits all approach might delay
other districts from realising their full
potential in the implementation of the
programme, the main purpose of the
workshop, attended by stakeholders, was
to deliberate on modalities as well as to
develop district implementation plans to
solve district specific challenges.
The consultative approach by the
department did not only play a pivotal
role in making sure all districts are carving their own paths in the implementation
of the programme, but have shown the
department is proactive and progressive
in its rural development endeavours.
Themba Mzula Hleko
Rosslyn
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